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Goals and Vision for the Statistical Consulting Section –
Thoughts from the Section Chair-Elect

Chuck Kincaid chuck.kincaid@experis.com
Experis

As a section dedicated to fostering “the increased and improved use of statistics through effec-
tive client/consultant relationships,” we have an important role in ASA. As part of the Executive
Committee for the last 10 years, I have seen us do some wonderful things. Today, statistics and

“analytics” are becoming even more recognized for the value they bring, and there is an even greater need for
better consulting methodologies, technological ethical standards, training for novices and education of statisti-
cal consumers. Our section can be a leader within the ASA to bring validity and value to the excitement. As
Section Chair, I plan to work with you to provide you with the resources and education you need to be better in
your careers, but also to reach out to those outside of our profession who have the need, but not the foundation.

My plans include the following:

1.) Big Data and Data Science are not just shiny objects that get industries excited. There is real meat to the
value they bring. I plan to implement an initiative that brings together best practices in Big Data, Data Science
and Analytics to educate our members so that they can compete in and contribute to their industry. This will
include webinars, similar to past years. If you have particular topics and speakers that you would like to so, or
if you would like to present a webinar, please contact me.

2.) The excitement over analytics has generated a lot of activity outside of our profession as computer scien-
tists, engineers, astrophysicists and many others are jumping on the Big Data and Data Scientist bandwagon.
They do so without the solid support structure that our professional organizations, and particularly our section,
provide. I plant to implement an initiative that promotes our section outside of ASA to Data Scientists, Data
Engineers, etc. and invites them to join our organization. There are many non-ASA groups out there. If you
know of any, please contact me.

None of these things will be accomplished by me alone, however. It will take a dedicated Executive Committee
and strong commitment from you, our section members, to provide your input, support and feedback. I’m very
excited to be working with both groups.

In summary, my primary job as Section Chair will be to work with you, the membership, to bring out your exper-
tise, experience and potential for the benefit of our section and our profession. I look forward to hearing from
you.
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Chair’s Column – Goals for 2015
Eric Vance ervance@vt.edu
Laboratory for Interdisciplinary Statistical Analysis, Virginia Tech

My goal as Chair this year is for our section to support and promote consulting and collaborative
statisticians at three levels: the individual, the informal group, and the formal stat lab.

1. Individual level

Statistical consulting and collaboration is valuable and important, and should be valued by the statistics pro-
fession and the wider community. A great way to support and promote our profession is through individual
mentoring relationships in which an experienced statistical consultant advises a junior statistician in order to
advance his or her career. Given that mentoring is valuable and important for our profession, I am pleased to
announce that our section will sponsor a new award to annually recognize an outstanding mentor of consulting
and collaborative statisticians. Stuart Gansky will chair the subcommittee that will solicit nominations for out-
standing mentors and select and announce the 2015 winner.

Our section can support individual section members by promoting the acquisition of new skills via workshops
and webinars. One workshop sponsored by this section at the upcoming JSM is “Non-technical Skills to Become
a More Effective Collaborator”, presented by Eric Vance, Heather Smith, and Doug Zahn. This professional de-
velopment course will be held over two days on the mornings of Saturday the 8th and Sunday the 9th. A second
is “Managing Statistical Consulting Projects: Lessons from the Front”, a day-long continuing education course
held on Tuesday the 11th, which is sponsored by the Statistical Consulting Section and presented by Michael
Greene and David Steier. Both still have space for new registrants! You can register by searching for these
sessions in the online program at https://www.amstat.org/meetings/jsm/2015/onlineprogram/index.
cfm, and then clicking “Register” next to the session names.

Of course, our section can do even more to help members gain new skills. I’m open to facilitating webinars on
topics of interest to section members. If anyone has an idea for a webinar they would like to teach or would like
to see taught, please email me at ervance@vt.edu.

2. The Informal Group

This year our section will begin Group Mentoring hangouts. The idea is for several (4-10) like-minded statisti-
cians to meet every other week via a Google Hangout to discuss topics of mutual interest. Each informal group
requires two leaders who commit to initiating at least three hangouts. Topics can be anything of interest to
members; for example, one topic might be how to start and run a private consulting business in which expe-
rienced independent consultants can learn from each other and help new consultants thrive in the business.
Anyone who is interested in Group Mentoring should contact me for more details.
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3. The formal consulting or collaboration center (aka “stat lab”)

One current project I am undertaking is a census of 207 academic stat labs in North America to understand
their structure, personnel, services, clients, funding, mission, and training of future statistical consultants and
collaborators. An important goal of this study is to foster sharing of knowledge to build a stronger community of
stat labs.

Another project supported by this section is the LISA 2020 Program, which trains statisticians from devel-
oping countries to become collaborative statisticians and supports them in the creation of stat labs at their
home universities or institutions. These stat labs train the next generation of collaborative statisticians and help
researchers, government officials, and local industries and NGOs apply statistical thinking to make better deci-
sions. The program’s goal is to create a network of 20 such stat labs in developing countries by 2020. So far
there are four stat labs (two in Nigeria, one in Tanzania, and one in Ethiopia) in the network. Section members
can learn how to contribute their expertise to the project at www.LISA2020.org or by emailing me.

I hope to see all members in attendance at JSM at our section’s business meeting and mixer in the Sheraton
Jefferson Room B on Tuesday, August 11 from 5:30-7:30PM. One of my official duties as section chair is to
order food for the mixer. I have ordered lots of food (more than in past years) and have secured one free drink
ticket per section member attendee to foster lively discussion and socializing. See you in Seattle!

Using the Common Language Effect Size in Sample Size Conversations

Aaron Rendahl rend0020@umn.edu
University of Minnesota

Did you see the video recently shared on our consulting section mailing list of an example
conversation between a statistician and a researcher about sample size calculation? It went
something like this. . .

Researcher: I have a study, and I need to know how many patients I need. I
think I only need three patients.

Statistician: Okay, what kind of study is it?

Researcher: Can I just use three patients?

Statistician: What are you trying to show?

Researcher: We always use three patients. a

aVideo can be viewed at http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PbODigCZqL8
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Perhaps I’ve been lucky, but I personally have never had clients this obtuse; my clients have always been open
to collaborating with me. But I have had difficulty in helping clients think about the last question I quoted from
the statistician in the video: “What are you trying to show?” In this article, I describe a method I recently dis-
covered, the common language effect size, and how it has helped me work with clients to answer this question.

For those who may be generally unfamiliar with effect size, examine the simple situation where one is compar-
ing two populations of continuous data. The most popular concept of effect size here is directly related to the
ratio of the difference ∆ between the group means and the within group standard deviation σ (assuming here
that it is the same for both groups), and is known as Cohen’s d.

Reporting effect sizes after a study is completed has become standard in many fields; see, for example, Wilkin-
son et al. (1999). These effect sizes contribute to understanding of the practical significance of a result, in
contrast to p-values and confidence intervals, which focus on statistical significance. I (and other consultants
fortunate enough to be involved in research design prior to data collection!) have found this idea of effect size
helpful not only in explaining results, but also in designing studies. Just as it helps to increase understanding of
the practical significance afterwards, I have found it can also help answer the question beforehand about what
size effect would be of practical significance; that is, it can answer the “what are you trying to show?” question
from the video. In my experience, however, Cohen’s d is not particularly intuitive for most clients; it’s not usually
clear what a difference of a particular number of standard deviations really means for the scientific questions of
interest.

The advantage of Cohen’s d, though, is that along with the desired power and significance level, it is sufficient
for calculating sample size. Power and significance level are often determined by convention, and though it
is always good to ensure that the conventional levels are appropriate for the situation at hand, most of my
discussion with clients about power focuses on estimating this ratio. When possible, it’s considered best to get
this ratio by estimating the expected standard deviation from previous work and then to think about the desired
mean difference in absolute units. Using absolute units is nice because this is often most meaningful to the
client, and so can really help in thinking about the goals of the study and what exactly the client is trying to
show. However, I have had situations where the absolute units are not meaningful to the client or the variance
is unknown. In these cases, if some variation on effect size is meaningful, it can be used instead as a way to
determine what size differences the client wants to be able to detect.

But as I mentioned, Cohen’s d may not be particularly intuitive for some clients, so other effect size measures
have been introduced in hopes that they are more intuitive measures of the size of the effect of interest. In
addition to the focus of this note, the common language effect size, these include the binomial effect size dis-
play by Rosenthal and Rubin (1982) and several measures of percent non-overlapping data; see Parker (2007)
and Reiser and Faraggi (2009), for example. There is some evidence that these nontraditional measures are
indeed easier to understand: Brooks et al. (2013), for example, found that the binomial effect size display and
the common language effect size were more understandable and useful than correlation. I focus here on my
experience with the common language effect size, but you may find one of these other methods more appropri-
ate for your situations.

The idea of the common language effect size was introduced by McGraw and Wong (1992). In the case
discussed earlier of comparing two populations of continuous data, it is defined as the probability that an obser-
vation selected at random from one population is larger than another observation selected at random from the
other population. It’s a straightforward calculation; the difference between two randomly chosen observations
has a standard deviation of σ

√
2, and so assuming the populations are normally distributed, the probability

that the one observation is greater than the other is Pr(Z < ∆
σ
√

2
). If the two populations are identical, this
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probability is 50%, and if one population is always larger than the other, it is 100%. Alternatively, one can think
of all possible pairs of observations, taking one from each population; it’s then the percent of pairs for which the
observation from a particular population is larger. I find the latter description to be more intuitive for most clients.

To demonstrate, I show here three plots corresponding to three levels of effect sizes (Figure 1), with both Co-
hen’s d = ∆

σ and the common language effect size (CLES) shown. Also see the visualization by Magnusson
(http://rpsychologist.com/d3/cohend/) for an interactive display of these and other effect sizes.

Figure 1: Example of Three Effect Sizes

One example of when this common language effect size has proven particularly useful in my experience is with
survey studies where the respondents mark a position on a line to indicate their opinion or agreement. In this
case, talking with the researcher about the absolute units is not helpful, as they may have intentionally avoided
assigning any meaning to particular places on the line. In cases like this that I’ve worked on, there has been
meaning, however, in how much the groups overlap, and I have found the common language effect size to be
a helpful tool in working with the client to determine how much of a difference is of interest. Another example
is projects I’ve worked on with veterinary clinicians; while in these cases, the absolute units usually did have
some meaning, when thinking about the practical effect of one treatment over another, this idea of effect size
was more useful, and the common language effect size in particular I found helpful in building intuition about
what a particular size difference would mean.

Before closing, I should note that there is peril in using effect sizes for power calculations, as Lenth (2001) ex-
plains. In particular, using generic “T-shirt” effect sizes of “small,” “medium,” and “large,” as Lenth calls them on
his website, results in the same sample size regardless of other scientific considerations, such as the accuracy
of the measurement tool. Lenth gives the example of an industrial experiment, where using a school ruler in-
stead of specialized calipers would increase the variance in the measurements and thus change the effect size
that would correspond with a particular absolute difference. However, when the variance in the observations is
thought to be mostly due to actual variation in the population of interest, these effect sizes can have scientific
meaning, both before and after the study is completed. Additionally, if the result will be explained using these
effect sizes, this makes the power calculation more similar to the expected statistical analysis, which not only
can make it more accurate, but also helps in understanding the results when the study is completed.

In summary, using the common language effect size is not to provide an excuse for lack of thinking; it is only
to suggest that in certain situations, it can be a valuable way to work with our collaborators to think about the
scientific questions and what size effects really are of interest.
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Statistical Consulting at JSM 2015

Kim Love-Myers krlove@uga.edu
University of Georgia – JSM 2015 Program Chair

It is nearly time to head to Seattle for the 2015 Joint Statistical Meetings! JSM is being held
from August 8-13. This year our section is sponsoring a number of excellent invited and topic
contributed sessions, as well as a regular contributed session, contributed posters, round-

tables, and a continuing education course.

Invited Sessions

Monday – Project Planning and Management for Statistical Consultants: Tools for Success
https://www.amstat.org/meetings/jsm/2015/onlineprogram/ActivityDetails.cfm?SessionID=
211244

Tuesday – From Consulting to Collaboration to Leadership: Increasing the Impact of Statistical Practice (W.J.
Dixon Award Winners)
https://www.amstat.org/meetings/jsm/2015/onlineprogram/ActivityDetails.cfm?SessionID=
211246

Wednesday – Making Better Decisions with Data Science
https://www.amstat.org/meetings/jsm/2015/onlineprogram/ActivityDetails.cfm?SessionID=
211217
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Topic-Contributed Sessions

Monday – Improving Reproducibility of Natural Resource Biometrics
https://www.amstat.org/meetings/jsm/2015/onlineprogram/ActivityDetails.cfm?SessionID=
211477

Tuesday – The Nontechnical Skills Needed to Be an Effective Statistical Consultant
https://www.amstat.org/meetings/jsm/2015/onlineprogram/ActivityDetails.cfm?SessionID=
211183

Wednesday – Strategies for the Recruitment, Retention, and Successful Career Development of the Collabo-
rative Biostatistician in an Academic Health Center
https://www.amstat.org/meetings/jsm/2015/onlineprogram/ActivityDetails.cfm?SessionID=
211372

Headlines and Announcements

JSM 2015 CE Course – Managing Statistical Consulting Projects

Statistical consulting projects succeed or fail based on the decisions that statisticians make before, during, and
after the project. Although technical decisions are important, equally important are decisions that we make
regarding management of the project. Our decisions on planning, staffing, potential data sources can have a
greater impact on the success of a project than the way we select variables or manage multicollinearity.

In Managing Statistical Consulting Projects, a Full Day CE Course at JSM 2015, David Steier and Michael
Greene will lead participants through recommendations on how to make your statistical consulting projects
more successful. The instructors will provide examples of decisions they have made which have lead to project
failures and successes. They will use a decision-based framework utilizing our experience from a consulting
perspective to talk about factors for success and failure on statistical consulting projects. Making extensive use
of case studies and discussions to illustrate the concepts, participants will work collaboratively in small groups
to discuss their experiences and how the framework may have helped on these statistical consulting projects.
Through this interactive course, participants will gain knowledge on potential warning signs and receive con-
crete recommendations on how to deliver more successful statistical consulting projects.

JSM 2015 Consulting Section Business Meeting and Mixer

Please join your other section members for the annual section business meeting and mixer.

• Location - Sheraton Seattle in the Jefferson B

• Date - Tuesday, August 11

• Time - 5:30-7:30 PM

For complete details of Consulting Section sponsored sessions, visit

http:
//www.amstat.org/meetings/jsm/2015/onlineprogram/MainSearchResults.cfm?SponsorID=205.
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2016 Conference on Statistical Practice – Poster Submission

While the deadline for submitting abstracts for courses and concurrent sessions has already passed, there is
still an opportunity to submit an abstract for a poster. Submission opened on July 15 and will be open through
August 27; learn more at http://www.amstat.org/meetings/csp/2016/abstracts.cfm.

Never attended the Conference on Statistical Practice? As mentioned on the conference’s home page, “[t]he
goal of the conference is to provide participants with opportunities to learn new statistical methodologies and
best practices in statistical analysis, design, consulting, and statistical programming”. This conference provides
excellent opportunities for statistical consultants and collaborators from all walks of the profession. This year’s
conference will be held in San Diego from February 18-20. Consider joining us if you haven’t before (and cer-
tainly attending again if you have in the past!).
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The Statistical Consultant Contact information

Kim Love-Myers University of Georgia
Editor Statistical Consulting Center

Department of Statistics
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Christopher Swearingen Samumed, LLC
Assistant Editor Sr. Director, Biostatistics

9381 Judicial Drive, Suite 160
San Diego, CA 92121
T 858-926-2900
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Section on Statistical Consulting Microsite

http://community.amstat.org/CNSL/Home
You’ll find all information relating to the Section on Statistical Consulting, including
our charter, officer list, section activities, past issues of The Statistical Consultant,

minutes of past meetings, and more.
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